We consider small oscillations of micro-particles and gaseous bubbles in viscous fluid around equilibrium states under the action of a sinusoidal external force. Exact solutions to the governing integro-differential equations containing both Stokes and memory-integral drag forces are obtained. The main aim of this study is to clarify the influence of the memory-integral drag force on the resonance characteristics of oscillating particles or gaseous bubbles in a viscous fluid at small Reynolds numbers. The resonant curves (amplitude versus frequency of external force), as well as phase-frequency dependences are obtained for both these objects and compared with the corresponding dependences of the traditional oscillator with the Stokes drag force only. 
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As is well known 1 , a small fluid drop moving in a viscous fluid at a small Reynolds number experiences an influence of at least two drag forces: one of them is the traditional Stokes drag (SD) force and another is the memory-integral drag (MID) force (the latter is also known as the Boussinesq-Basset drag (BBD) force in the case when the drop reduces to a solid particle). In the past decade a vast number of papers devoted to the role of MID force in the dynamics of solid particles, gaseous bubbles and other liquid drops in viscous fluids were published (see, e.g.,
Refs.
[2-9] and references therein). The growing interest in this problem in recent years is associated with the development of a new field of microfluids and the technology of using micro-and nano-particles. Such technology is already used in medicine (for diagnostics, drug delivery to specific organs), biology, food quality control, chemistry, etc. (see the review Ref.
[10] and references therein).
In many cases nanoparticles can experience an oscillatory motion around quasi-stationary positions under the action of external forces, for example, acoustic radiative force 6, 7, 9, 10 . In such cases it is important to know the resonance properties of nanoparticles, e.g., the shape of the resonance curve (the dependence of amplitude of oscillation on the frequency of external sinusoidal force), width and amplitude of a resonance curve, the quality of the effective oscillator. All these characteristics are well known for the usual linear oscillator (see, e.g., Refs. [11, 12] ) which is equivalent to the nanoparticle oscillator under the influence of Stokes drag force only. However, to our best knowledge the influence of the MID force on the resonant property of an oscillator has not been studied yet. Here we fill this gap for two limiting cases, when the oscillating drop is (i) a solid particle and (ii) a gaseous bubble.
Consider first small oscillations of a solid spherical particle of density  p and radius a in a 2  2  2  0  2  2  2   1  9  9  sin  2  2 
where z is the particle coordinate; r  p /f is the ratio of particle to fluid density;  is the dynamic viscosity of a fluid, and 0  is the frequency of free oscillations of a particle in the absence of dissipation (= 0). In this equation the second term in the left-hand side describes the quasi-stationary Stokes drag (SD) force, while the integral term describes the well-known BBD force [1, 14] . The added mass effect for a spherical particle is accounted for through the coefficient 1/2 within the bracket in the left-hand side of equation [14] . We assume that a particle being at rest commences with an instantaneous motion at t = 0 with the initial velocity V0, i.e. its velocity experiences a sudden jump from zero to V0 and then varies in accordance with the equation of motion (1). Thus, the particle velocity, including the initial jump, can be expressed 
The equation of motion can be expressed in the dimensionless form by introducing the following normalised variables:  = z/a,  = 9 t /a 2 f, 0 = V0af /9 . Equation (2) after that reduces to [5, 13] : Refs. [5, 13] . We do not reproduce here the lengthy solution from those papers; it has been analysed there in detail and represents slowly decaying oscillations (provided that the decay coefficients  and  are small compared to 0).
The most important issue to us is the solution of the forced equation (3) 
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Let us present now the forced solution in the equivalent form
where the amplitude of forced oscillations is
and the phase  is determined from the equation
These expressions can be presented in the traditional dimensionless forms if we normalise the frequency  =  /0 and introduce the quality factors, Q = 0/ and Q = 80/ 2 . The quality factor Q is well known in the theory of oscillations (see, e.g., Ref.
[12]), whereas another quality factor Q is new. Taking into account our definitions of coefficients  and  (see after Eq. (3)), we can express the quality factors in terms of frequency 0 and relative particle density r: Q = 0(1 + 2r) and Q = 80(1 + 2r)
2 . Normalising then the amplitude of particle oscillation An = 0
2 Amp/A, we finally present the amplitude-frequency dependence (8) 
And the phase-frequency dependence (9) in the dimensionless form reads
If the BBD force is neglected (Q  ), then the dependences (10) and (11) 
Here erfc (x) = 1 -erf (x) is the complimentary error function 15 , and  =  = 1, because the ratio of bubble density to the fluid density is negligible, r = b /f  0. However, we will keep again the parameters  and  as arbitrary to follow up the influence of the HRD and MID forces separately.
Assuming again the zero initial conditions and focussing on the steady oscillations of a bubble after a transient process, we choose a trial solution in the form  ( ) = B cos  + C sin . Evaluate first the integral term in Eq. (13) 
The inverse Laplace transform then gives
The first term in the curly brackets e  [1 -erf ()] quickly vanishes when t  . All other terms after simplification reduce to
Substituting then the trial solution into Eq. (13) and using Eq. (18), we obtain after simple 0  22  22  2  2  2  2  2  2  00   26 ,. 9 4 6 81 4 6 81
Present now the forced solution in the equivalent form
and the phase  is determined from the equation 
The maximum of the resonance curve occurs at   
These expressions reduce to the classic ones 11, 12 , when Q  : 
For 0 = 100 we obtain Q = 150 and Q = 75; therefore the maxima ratio as per Eq. (26) It is of interest to compare the resonant curves of a solid particle of negligible density in comparison with the density of ambient fluid and a gaseous bubble. At first glance these two objects become equivalent, but due to different boundary conditions at the solid-liquid and gasliquid interfaces, the flow around these objects is different. As a result of that, the dissipation coefficients are also different; these reflects, in particular, in the different coefficients of Stokes and Hadamard-Rybczynski drag forces (cf. Eqs. (3) and (13)) (see, e.g., Ref. [14] ). In Fig. 3 we present in the same scale a comparison of resonant characteristics of a solid particle with r = 0 (frame a) and a gaseous bubble (frame b). Lines 1 pertain to the cases when the MID forces are ignored, and lines 2 -when these forces are taken into account. As one can see, the resonant curves of a bubble are taller and a bit narrower. In the both cases the influence of MID forces lead to a three-four times reduction of the resonance curves. Summarising the outcome of this paper, we can conclude that the influence of a MID force on the resonance characteristics of oscillating solid particles and gaseous bubbles in a viscous fluid under the action of external sinusoidal force is significant. The MID force leads to the widening of resonance curves and reduction of resonance peaks which is equivalent, to a certain extent, to the reduction of the quality factor Q of the corresponding classical linear oscillator.
The results obtained in this study can be helpful in applied problems of micro-and nano-particle and bubble control by the acoustic or electromagnetic fields and, possibly, by other external forces (see, e.g., recent review 10 and references therein).
